Erythrocytotoxicity of tiazofurin in vivo and in vitro detected by scanning probe microscopy.
Tiazofurin (TZF) is a cytostatic drug that leads to depletion of the GTP pool in tumor and normal cells via its active metabolite tiazofurin-adenine dinucleotide (TAD). TAD was detected in different cell lines, but not in erythrocytes, so the mechanism of erythrocytotoxicity of TZF remains unclear. The purpose of this study was to evaluate in vitro and in vivo action of tiazofurin on rat erythrocytes (RBC). After two decades of clinical trials the question of erythrocytotoxicity of TZF had remained unexplained making this study justified. Since we have previously demonstrated early erythrocytotoxic effects in male Wistar rats, we extend this finding on isolated RBC. Isolated erythrocytes from untreated animals were treated in buffered solution or plasma containing TZF. In addition, groups of 10 rats were treated with 200 and 1000 mg/kg of TZF and hematologic parameters were analyzed by flowcytometry and by the analysis of the peripheral blood smears. Early signs of hemolysis or aberrant structures were monitored by scanning probe microscopy (SPM). We suggest that correlation exists between early erythrocytotoxicity and irregularities in erythrocyte morphology and membrane integrity. We also found that TZF affects responsiveness to oxidative stress. This is in concordance with flowcytometric findings describing anisocytosis and anisochromosis of RBC.